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Abstract
Energy usage has become an important issue in wireless communication systems. The
energy-intensive nature of wireless communication has spurred concern over how best sys-
tems can make the most use of this non-renewable resource. Research in energy-efficient
design of wireless communication systems show that one of its challenges is that the over-
all performance of the system depends, in a coupled way, on the different submodules of
the system i.e. antenna, power amplifier, modulation, error control coding, and network
architecture. Network architecture implementation strategies offer protocol software imple-
mentors an opportunity of incorporating low-power strategies into the design of the network
protocols used for data communication.
This dissertation proposes a methodology that would allow a software protocol im-
plementor to analyze the power consumption of a wireless communication system. The
foundation of this methodology lies in the understanding of the formal specification of the
wireless interface network architecture which can be used to predict the performance of the
system. By extending this hypothesis, a protocol implementor can use the formal specifi-
cation to derive the power consumption behaviour of the wireless system during a normal
operation (transmission or reception of data). A high-level formalism like state-transition
graphs, can be used to track the protocol processing behaviour and to derive the associated
continuous-time Markov chains.
Because of their diversity, Markov reward models(MRM) are used to model the power
consumption associated with the different states of a specified protocol layer. The models are
solved analytically using the Mo¨bius performance and dependability tool. Using the MRM
accumulation and utilization measures, a profile of the power consumption is generated.
Results from the experiments on the protocol layers show the individual power consumption
and utilization of the different states as well as the accumulated power consumption of the
different protocol layers when compared. Ultimately, the results from the reward model
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solution can be used in the energy-efficient design of wireless communication systems.
Lastly, in order to get an idea of how wireless communication device companies handle
issues of power consumption, we consulted with the wireless module engineers at Siemens
Communication South Africa and present our findings on current practices in energy efficient
protocol implementation.
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Chapter 1
Background and Problem
Definition
1.1 Introduction
Power consumption has become a growing concern among designers of wireless communi-
cation systems. With increased mobility, the limited supply of battery power has become a
known constraint to the continuous operation time of wireless devices [Eph02]. In addition,
because of multimedia data and other diverse applications, mobile application software is
now more processor intensive.
The challenge in designing energy-efficient wireless communication systems is that their
overall performance depends, in a coupled way, on the following subsystems: antenna,
power amplifier, modulation, error control coding, and network architecture [SWW+02].
This dissertation confines itself to the area of network architecture protocols. The next
section discusses some of the work that has been done in studying energy concerns in
wireless communication systems.
1.1.1 Other Work
Research in the study of issues relating to energy efficiency in wireless communication
systems revolve around the following areas,
1. Investigating energy consumption,
2. Power saving strategies, and
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3. Energy efficient protocol design.
These categories are not mutually exclusive, albeit the ultimate goal is to develop sys-
tems that make the best use of available energy resources. We will now discuss each of these
areas in turn in the following subsections.
Investigating Energy Consumption
Feeney in [Fee99] investigated a solid experimental basis for assumptions that could (or
could not) be made in the design and analysis of network protocols operating in ad hoc
wireless environments. This work investigated the implications of having either an ad hoc or
infrastructure type network and how this would affect the power consumption of the wireless
device. Later, Feeney and Nilsson in [FN01] collected detailed measurements of the energy
consumption of an IEEE 802.11 wireless network interface also operating in ad hoc mode.
The data collected was presented as a collection of linear equations for calculating the energy
consumed in sending, receiving and discarding broadcast and point-to-point data packets
of various sizes. Zorzi and Rao in [ZR01] analyzed the energy consumption performance of
various versions of TCP, namely, Tahoe, Reno and NewReno, for bulk data transfer in an
environment where channel errors are correlated. They investigated the performance of a
single wireless TCP connection by modelling the correlated packet loss/error process (e.g.,
as induced by a multipath fading channel) as a firstorder Markov chain. Jones et al. in their
comprehensive survey [JSAC01], presented the chief sources of power consumption with
regard to network operations, as being classified into two types: communication related and
computation related. Communication involves usage of the transceiver at the source, and
destination nodes. Computation on the other hand, is mostly concerned with the protocol
processing aspects.
Power Saving Strategies
A number of strategies have been suggested for saving power in wireless communication
systems. Woesner et al. in [WJPSW98] outlined the main strategies adopted by known
protocol standards like IEEE 802.11 and ETSI RES 10 HIPER-LAN in terms of power sav-
ing. For example, for the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, power saving issues included
optimized use of the physical layer services, optimized medium access protocol structure and
optimized system design. Application-driven power management was presented by Kravets
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and Krishnan in [KK00]. In their work, they presented a novel transport level protocol for
managing the suspend/resume cycle of mobile host’s communication device in an effort to
reduce power consumption. In [JSAC01], Jones et al. also stated that a significant amount
of power can be saved by incorporating low-power strategies into the design of network
protocols used for data communication. In addition, they conducted a survey of general
conservation guidelines and mechanism that may be adopted for an energy efficient protocol
design.
Energy Efficient Protocol Design
Work in energy efficient protocols has mostly been concerned with energy efficient proto-
col design and some of the constraints associated with it. While designing error control
protocols, Zorzi and Rao in [ZR97] proposed a way of defining a metric for power based
on the average number of correctly transmitted packets during the lifetime of the battery.
This hypothesis was then applied by Chockalingam and Zorzi in [CZ98] to study the energy
efficiency of a class of multiple access schemes, using the average number of correctly trans-
mitted packets for a given amount of energy as an appropriate metric. What is interesting
about their work is that they apply Markov theory to track the protocol evolution and
compute the protocol throughput and energy performance. In [CSAK98] Chen et al. com-
pared different designs of MAC protocols based on the transceiver usage perspective. They
present a framework for comparison of energy consumption due to MAC related activities
and apply this framework to a set of wireless protocols. Havinga and Smit in [HS01] iden-
tified the most prominent problems of wireless multimedia networking and present several
solutions with a focus on energy efficiency, one of which focuses on involving all protocol
layers of the system in the design. What is interesting about all these approaches to energy
efficient design is that they attempt to optimize each protocol layer separately and may
achieve global optimality only by coincidence [SWW+02].
Our work concerns itself with the investigation of power consumption of the entire proto-
col stack of wireless communication systems and energy efficient protocol implementation.
In the next section, we discuss the methodology we are proposing for analyzing power
consumption in wireless communication systems.
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1.2 A Methodology for Power Consumption Analysis
In this section, the methodology we are proposing is discussed in general and a layout of the
rest of the dissertation is provided. The framework of the methodology we are proposing is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Solving the model
Description of the logical flow
of protocol data units
Formal Protocol
Description
Deriving the state description
of the protocol
Deriving the stochastic model
Specifying a reward structure
that represents power
consumption
Figure 1: The Methodology Procedure in Outline
The following subsection discusses the different stages of the proposed methodology.
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1.2.1 The Methodology
Formal specifications of protocols have for a long time been used for the prediction of the
performance measures of protocols based on the OSI basic reference model [Kri86, Rud83].
As mentioned in Section 1.1 herein, the network architecture is one of the contributing
factors to the energy-efficient design of wireless communication systems. In addition, there
is a considerable amount of power consumed during the operations of the aforementioned.
Though it is a significant subsystem, the network architecture poses a more difficult challenge
in determining the empirical data associated with their power consumption because of
the way the different layers interface with the hardware. We propose a methodology for
analyzing the power consumption of a wireless communication system based on the functions
and operations documented in the formal specification of their radio interface protocols. The
following discussion describes the different parts of our methodology illustrated in Figure 1.
Description of Logical Flow of Data Units
Using the formal specification of a protocol, we can derive the logical flow of protocol data
units (PDUs) as they progress through the layered architecture. While the PDUs make their
way from source layer to destination layer (served and servicing layers), there are processes
performed on these data units. Processes vary from a combination of instructions executing
different protocol functions, to a number of messages needed to transfer a given amount or
type of information [Svo89], among other things. Coupled together, these protocol processes
contribute to power consumption.
Derivation of Protocol State Description
With an understanding of the processes associated with individual protocol layers, it can
be deduced that behaviour of the protocol layer can be represented as a state transition
graph where the vertices represent states and arcs represent state transitions. It should be
pointed out here that this high level representation is protocol implementor dependent as
the protocol specification documents do not provide hard and fast rules for this.
Derivation of Continuous-Time Markov Chain
Using the state transition graphs as our state space, we can derive a Markov representation
of the protocol layer architecture [KB96]. We use the assumption made in [Hil03] that the
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behaviour of the real protocol system during a given period of time is characterized by
the probability distributions of a stochastic process. The state transition diagrams in this
case, indicate the evolution of the system in time and can be represented by the finite-state
stochastic process which characterizes the dynamics of the protocol system.
Specification of Markov Reward Model
In order to analyze the power consumption of the protocols, we propose the use of Markov
reward models (MRMs). Markov reward models are commonly used for the performance,
dependability and performability analysis of computer and communication systems. The
motivation for using MRMs is twofold:
1. The evolution of any protocol with finite memory can be modelled as a Markov
chain [ZR97]; and
2. The freedom to modify the reward structure allows the modeler to represent a wide
variety of operating conditions [STR88].
Model Solution
Once we have the MRM, we are able to solve it using the performability tool Mo¨bius [CCD+01]
developed by W.H. Sanders et al. of the PERFORM research group at the University of
Illinois. The tool allows us to solve different MRMs based on the specification of reward
rates and reward structures. In particular, the tool can be used to predict the following
results over an interval of time:
1. Power consumption in a protocol state, and
2. Power consumption of the protocol layer.
The next section discuses the layout of the rest of this dissertation.
1.2.2 Dissertation Outline
The layout of the rest of this dissertation is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to Markov theory and Markov reward models(MRMs).
The chapter also presents the Mo¨bius modelling tool and a brief description of how
the different editors of the tool are used to model a MRM.
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Chapter 3 explains the general principles of the layered network protocol architecture. An
example of a wireless protocol architecture is provided in Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System (UMTS).
Chapter 4 proposes a way of modelling power consumption as a Markov reward model
(MRM). It explains the reward structure used to model power consumption.
Chapter 5 shows the application of the methodology to UMTS and solving of the derived
model. It tackles the problem of deriving the continuous-time Markov chains from
the state transition diagrams.
Chapter 6 illustrates and discusses the results of the experiments conducted in Chapter
5.
Chapter 7 presents conclusions and suggestions for future work.
In the study of energy-efficient design of wireless communication systems, the challenge
lies in the fact that the overall performance depends, in a coupled way, on the following
subsystems [SWW+02]:
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Chapter 2
Markov Theory and Markov
Reward Modelling
2.1 Introduction
In the first section of this chapter, we provide the definition of Stochastic and Markov
processes. We then provide a brief discussion on some of the properties of Markov pro-
cesses and subsequently describe a type of Markov process known as continous-time Markov
chains. Markov theory forms the basis of the hypothesis of tracking protocol evolution in
time. Markov theory has been extensively covered in literature; here we refer mainly to
[KB96],[Mar03],[Tri82].
In the next section, we define Markov reward models (MRMS) and we classify their
known properties of interest. Lastly, we profile a Performabilty tool, Mo¨bius, which has
been used to analyze our derived Markov models; here we refer to [HT93],[DS01][CCD+01]
2.2 Markov Theory
The following summary on the relevant Markov properties is taken from [KB96] and [Mar03].
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2.2.1 Markov Processes
Markov processes are a class of stochastic processes whose conditional probability density
function[Mar03] is such that
P [χ(t) = x|χ(tn) = xn, χ(tn−1) = xn−1, χ(t0) = x0]
= P [χ(t) = x|χ(tn) = xn], t > tn > tn−1 > . . . > t0 (1)
The above condition is known as the Markov property. A Markov process is a stochastic
process {χ(t), t ∈ T} for which this property holds. We will assume that T = [0,∞] in this
dissertation and write S = {xi : i ∈ N0}
1
Definition 2.1 Homogeneous Markov Processes. A Markov process {χ(t)} is said to be
homogenous or stationary if the following condition holds
P [χ(t + s) = x|χ(tn + s = xn] = P [χ(t) = x|χ(tn) = xn] (2)
The equation expresses that a homogenous Markov process is invariant to shifts in time.
We will now provide some of the Markov processes properties that are of interest to us.
2.2.2 Markov Properties
Consider states i, j ∈ S. If there is a path from i to j, i.e., there exists an integer n (which
may depend on i and j) such that
pij(n) > 0
where pij is the probability of a transition between state i and j.
Two states i and j are said to communicate, written i ⇀↽ j, if there is a path from state
i to state j and vice versa.
Let C[i] = {j|i ⇀↽ j; j ∈ S}, ∀i ∈ S. We call C[i] the class of state i.
Definition 2.2 A MC is said to be irreducible if every state communicates with every other
state.
An irreducible MC clearly has only one class of states, i.e. C[i] = C[j] ∀i, j ∈ S.
1N denotes the set of positive integers and N0 additionally includes the 0.
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Definition 2.3 A class C is said to be transient if there is a path out of C. That is, if
∃i ∈ C and k ∈ C such that pik > 0. The individual states in a transient class are themselves
said to be transient.
Definition 2.4 A class C is said to be ergodic if every path which starts in C remains in
C. That is
∑
j∈C
pij = 1, ∀i ∈ C
The individual states in an ergodic class are called ergodic. An irreducible MC consists of
a single ergodic class, i.e. C[i] = S, ∀i ∈ S.
Next write f
(m)
j for the probability of a Markov process leaving a state j and first
returning to the same state j in m steps. Clearly the probability of ever returning to state
j is given by
fj =
∞∑
m=1
f
(m)
j
We now classify the states j of a MC depending on the value fj of the state. Not
surprisingly, if fj = 1 we say the state is said to be recurrent; if a return is not certain, that
is fj < 1, then state j is said to be transient. Furthermore, if our MC can return to state j
only at steps η, 2η, 3η, . . ., where η ≥ 2 is the largest such integer, then state j is said to be
periodic with period η. If such an integer number η does not exist, then the state j is said
to be aperiodic.
Knowing the probability f
(m)
j of returning to state j in m steps, we can now define
another interesting quantity, the mean recurrence time Mj of state j.
Mj =
∞∑
m=1
mf
(m)
j (3)
The mean recurrence time is thus the average number of steps needed to return to state j
for the first time after leaving it.
We can further describe a state j to be recurrent null if Mj = ∞, whereas it is recurrent
nonnull if Mj < ∞. Note that an irreducible MC can only have recurrent null states if the
number of states is infinite.
With all this in mind, we can now state the following important theorem:
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Theorem 2.1 The states of an irreducible MC are all of the same type; thus they can be
either
• all transient,
• all recurrent nonnull, or
• all recurrent null.
Moreover, if periodic, then all states have the same period η.
2.2.3 Continuous Time Markov Chains
If the states of a Markov process are discrete and the process may change state at any point
in time, the process is said to be a Continuous Time Markov Chain [Ste94]. The formal
definition is as follows:
Definition 2.5 The stochastic process {X(t)} forms a continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC) if for all integers n, and for any sequence t0, t1, ..., tn, tn+1 such that t0 < t1 <
... < tn < tn+1, we have
P [χ(t) = x|χ(tn) = xn, χ(tn−1) = xn−1, ..., χ(t0) = x0] = P [χ(t) = x|χ(tn) = xn] (4)
For a continuous-time Markov chain, the exponential distribution is the only distribution
that satisfies the Markov property.
State Transition Diagrams
For small CTMCs the simplest way to illustrate a process is often in terms of its state
transition diagram. In such a diagram, each state of a process is represented as a node in a
graph. Arcs are then used to represent the transitions between states of the process. The
arcs are then labelled by the transition rates between states.
Steady State Distribution
Performance analysis is usually concerned with the behaviour of systems over an extended
period of time. For the models we will be considering, the following theorems explain
steady-state distribution:
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Theorem 2.2 When a CTMC chain is irreducible, homogenous and all its states are re-
current nonnull, it can be shown that the following limit exists and is independent of the
initial state distribution. That is,
lim
t→∞
pij(t) = pij (5)
The vector
∏
= (pi0, pi1, pi2, . . .) is the steady state distribution of the CTMC. In addition,
the CTMC is said to be ergodic (c.f. Definition 2.4).
When the CTMC is irreducible, aperiodic and homogeneous the following theorem helps
us out.
Theorem 2.3 In an irreducible and aperiodic homogeneous MC the limiting probabilities
pij always exist and are independent of the initial state probability distribution. Moreover,
either
1. all states are transient or all states are recurrent null. In both cases pij = 0 ∀ j and
there exists no steady state distribution, or
2. all states are recurrent nonnull and then pij > 0 ∀ j, in which case the set {pij} is a
steady state probability distribution and
pij =
1
Mj
(6)
A recurrent nonnull MC is also referred to as an ergodic MC and all the states in such a
chain are ergodic.
Theorem 2.4 In a finite, homogeneous, irreducible, continuous-time Markov chain, the
limiting probabilities {pij} always exist and are independent of the initial probability distri-
bution. Moreover, the set {pij} is also a stationary probability distribution which can be
uniquely determined from solving the set of equations:
+ qjjpij +
∑
i6=j
qijpii = 0 (7)
∑
j
pij = 1 (8)
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where the latter equation follows from the rules for probability conservation. In matrix form
Eq. 7 may be expressed as
piQ = 0 (9)
where Q [Ste94] represents the infinitesimal generator matrix of a continuous-time
Markov process with n states. The entry in the jth column of the ith row of the ma-
trix (j 6= i) will be qij , the mean transition rate. In other words, it will be the sum of the
parameters labelling arcs connecting nodes i and j in the state transition diagram. The
diagonal elements are chosen to ensure that the sum of the elements in every row is zero,
i.e.
qii = −
n∑
j∈S,j 6=i
qij (10)
The set of equations given by Theorem 2.4 is sometimes referred to as the set of global
balance equations.
2.3 Markov Reward Models
A Markov Reward model (MRMs) consists of a continuous-time Markov chain {X(t), t ≥ 0}
with finite state space S, and a reward function r where r : S → <. For each state i ∈ S, r(i)
represents the reward obtained per unit time in that state. This type of MRM is called a
rate-based MRM.
There are four types of measures [HT93] supported by MRMs and they are listed below:
• Steady state measures;
• Transient measures;
• Cumulative measures; and
• Performability measures.
Steady state measures express the long run gain per unit time of the system. They
are computed from the steady state behaviour of the Markov chain. Transient measures
(or instant-of-time measures) express the rate at which gain is received from the system
at any particular time t. They are computed from the transient behaviour of the system.
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Cumulative measures express the overall gain that is received from a system over some finite
time interval. They are computed when transient measures are integrated over a specified
time interval [0, t]. Lastly, Performability measures are the a distribution of cumulative
measures that express whether a prespecified gain y can be received from the system in
some finite time interval [0, t].
We use MRMs because they allows us the freedom to modify the reward structure to
represent a variety of situations[STR88]: in this case, power consumption of the state space
of the radio interface protocols of a wireless communication system.
2.4 The Mo¨bius Modelling Tool
To analyze the Markov chains we have derived, we use the Mo¨bius Modelling tool [CCD+01]
developed by William H. Sanders et al. of the Performability Engineering Research Group
(PERFORM) of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Mo¨bius is a multi-
formalism modelling tool used to study the performance/dependability of a stochastic sys-
tem. The aim of the tool is to provide support for many different modelling formalisms.
These include traditional performance modelling paradigms such as networks of queues
and stochastic Petri nets (SPNs), newer approaches such as stochastic process algebras
(SPAs), Markov processes and stochastic automata networks (SANs), and more specialized
approaches such as fault trees and combined block diagrams. We selected this tool be-
cause it supports the high level specification of continuous-time Markov chains through the
Buckets and Balls formalism [Ste94].
The following sections will now provide a brief account of the architecture of the tool
followed by the steps to analyzing a performabilty model with the tool below.
2.4.1 Mo¨bius Architecture
The Mo¨bius tool has a number of components that are divided into two categories: model
specification components and model solution components. We use figure 2 from [CCD+01]
to describe the components of the tool.
Model specification. Models are specified through a front-end, which consists of a set of
graphical user interfaces running within a main Java interface. The tool is organized as
a series of editors, classified according to model types. The editors and their functions
are as follows:
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Figure 2: Mo¨bius Tool Architecture
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• Atomic model editor. This editor is used to design the model based on the
performance formalism the user is implementing i.e. Markov chains, stochastic
Petri nets, or stochastic process algebras. For example, CTMCs can be modelled
using the Buckets and Balls formalism [Ste94]. A bucket represents a state, the
arcs represent the transitions and the ball enables a state.
• Composed model editor. This editor allows a modeler to adopt a hierarchical
approach to modelling, by constructing submodels as meaningful units and then
placing them together in a well-defined manner to construct a model of a system.
The result of this is a system of submodels that are able to read from and write
to each other. This form of state sharing is is known as equivalence sharing.
• Performance Variable editor
This editor allows reward models to be built upon atomic and composed models,
equipping them with the specification of a performance measure. Currently, the
tool has one type of reward model implemented: a performance variable (PV).
A PV allows for the specification of a measure on one or both of the following:
– the states of a model, giving a rate reward PV
– action completions, giving an impulse reward PV
For our analysis, we shall only consider a rate reward PV and the specification
is explained in the next paragraph.
A rate reward is a function of the state of the system at an instant of time. A
performance variable can be specified to be measured at instant of time, measured
in steady state, accumulated over a period of time, or accumulated over a time-
averaged period of time. Once the rate reward is defined, the desired statistics
on the measure must be specified. The options include solving for the mean,
variance, or distribution of the measure, or the probability of the measure falling
within a specified range.
• Study editor This editor allows for the selection of a desired analytical/numerical
study. The tool supports a number of analytical/numerical solvers. The first step
in analytic solution with Mo¨bius is the generation of a state space, done by the
Mo¨bius state-space generator. After the state space is generated, any of the
following analytical/numerical methods, listed below, may be employed to solve
for the required performance variables:
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1. Transient solver, trs,
2. Iterative Steady State solver, iss,
3. Accumulated Reward solver, ars,
4. Adaptive transient solver, ats,
5. Deterministic Iterative Steady State solver, diss, and
6. Advanced Deterministic Iterative Steady State solver.
Table 1 from [PER94] gives the measure and model classes for each of the above
listed analytic solvers.
Analytic Solvers
Model Class Steady-state or
Transient
Instant-of-time
or Interval-of-
time
Mean, Vari-
ance or Distri-
bution
Applicable
Analytic
Solver
All ac-
tivities
exponential
steady-state Instant-of-time Mean, Vari-
ance, and
Distribution
dss and iss
Transient Instant-of-
Time
Mean, Vari-
ance and
Distribution
trs
Interval-of-
time
Mean ars
Distribution pdf
Exponential
and deter-
ministic
activities
Steady-state Instant-of-time Mean, Vari-
ance and
Distribution
diss
Table 1: Models and measures versus the applicable analytic solver
Model solution. To solve the specified performability variable, Mo¨bius offers two solu-
tions:
1. Discrete-event simulation,
2. Analytical evaluation.
Discrete-event simulation can be used to solve models with arbitrarily large state
spaces. It often requires that the simulation be run a number of times before suitable
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results can be produced. For this reason, we shall not use simulation in our model
analysis. Analytical evaluation on the other hand requires that the state-space and
state transition matrix of the stochastic process be generated to solve the model. In
addition, the activities of the process have to be exponentially distributed and possess
the memoryless property of a Markov process.
2.4.2 Stochastic Processes
The behaviour of a system can often be characterized by enumerating all the states that the
system may enter and by describing how the system evolves from one state to another over
time. In its most general form, such a system can be represented by a stochastic process.
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Chapter 3
Network Architecture
3.1 Introduction
The first step in understanding how concurrent communication software is implemented
in a wireless system involves understanding the network architecture of the system. The
objective of this chapter, is to provide the general principles of network architecture de-
sign. In this first section of the chapter, we discuss how the Open Systems Interconnection
reference model is the basic framework by which most network protocols are designed and
standardized. This will include understanding the purpose of protocol hierarchies, archi-
tecture specifications, and the issues associated with protocol engineering. For this we will
refer mainly to [Kri86], [Svo89], [Zim80], [Tan96], and [Kri03].
In the latter section, we provide an example of a radio interface protocol architecture
in Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). We focus on the user equipment
(UE) side of the protocol architecture. This will include illustrations and a description of
how protocol data units (PDUs) progress through the selected protocol layers during normal
operation. Here we refer mostly to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
3rd Generation Partnership Project, also known as the ETSI 3GPP series of Technical
Specification (TS) documents [vR02e][vR02g][vR02h][vR02a].
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3.2 Network Architecture Theory
3.2.1 The OSI Reference Model
As long ago as 1976 the International Standards Organization (ISO) recognized the need
for some standardized way in which different computer systems could communicate with
each other. Because of the way digital information is transformed from the useful user
application data to the actual transmitted bits, they proposed to describe the architecture
of the network software in layers. These layers would be an open system that subsequently
facilitated the interconnection of dissimilar systems. What developed from this, is what is
now known as the Open System Interconnection Reference Model, or OSI reference model for
short, whose fundamental purpose is to act as a reference architecture for network design.
Figure 3 from [Kri03] illustrates this model
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Figure 3: The ISO OSI Reference Model
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3.2.2 Protocol Hierarchies
The purpose of having a layered architecture is to reduce the design complexity of the
communicating systems. With this schema, the networks are organized as a series of layers
or levels, where each one is built upon the one below it. The number of layers, the name of
each layer, the contents of each layer, and the function of each layer differ from network to
network. Between each pair of adjacent layers is an interface. The interface defines which
services the lower layer offers the upper one.
When network designers decide how many layers to include in a network and what
each one should do, one of the most important considerations is having clearly defined
interfaces between the layers. Having clearly defined interfaces, in turn, requires that each
layer performs a specific collection of well understood functions. In addition to minimizing
the amount of information that must pass between layers, clear cut interfaces also make it
simpler to replace the implementation of one layer with a completely different one because
all that is required of the new implementation is that it offers exactly the same set of services
to the next layer higher up as the old implementation did. According to Liba Svobodova
in [Svo89], an OSI system can be structured in many ways, such as by grouping layers in a
way similar to the Internet model.
3.2.3 Network Architecture Specification
The set of layers and protocols is called the network architecture. The specification of
the architecture must contain enough information to allow an implementor to write the
program for each layer so that the program will correctly obey the appropriate protocol.
Neither the details of the implementation nor the specification of the interface are part of
the architecture.
When describing the operation of any protocol layers, it is important from the outset
to discriminate between:
1. the services provided by the layer,
2. the protocol (i.e. logical operation of the layer), and
3. the services used by that layer.
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This is important because only then can the function of each layer be defined in the context
of the other layers. This also has the effect that a person implementing one protocol layer
needs only to have knowledge of the services the layer is to provide to the layer above, the
internal operation (protocol) of the layer, and the services that are provided by the layer
below to transfer the appropriate items of information, called Protocol Data Units or PDUs
associated with the protocol to the corresponding layer in a remote computer.
Generally, the OSI standards for each individual layer are presented in two documents:
the service definition [Svo89] and the protocol specification [BS80]. These documents consist
of an informal description of the functions, definitions of variables, predicates and actions.
3.2.4 Protocol Engineering Issues
For any protocol implementation, it is desirable that the communications systems software
has to be correct and efficient. To achieve this, the process of protocol engineering involves
the following procedures: Textual specification, Formal description, Implementation, and
generation of the Executable application. Figure 4 shows the outline of the different stages
of the protocol engineering process which are discussed in turn in the following subsections.
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Figure 4: The Protocol Engineering Process
Textual Specification
In Section 3.2.3 of this dissertation, we discussed the two important documents of protocol
specification: the service definition and the protocol specification. These are the blueprints
the protocol implementor uses in designing the protocol. At this stage, the protocol im-
plementation is purely at the implementor’s discretion and any problems that arise out of
these specifications are considered as a local implementation matter.
Formal Description
Because Concurrent Communicating Systems (CCS) are non-deterministic, protocol imple-
mentation is very difficult. A solution to this problem is the use of Formal Description
Techniques (FDTs) [Rud85], which provide a well-defined set of concepts that can easily
be communicated between human developers. In addition, FDTs provide an unambiguous,
clear and concise description of the services, protocols or other aspects of a CCS. In ad-
dition, they are used to determine the correctness of the specification, validate the system
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specification, and aid in judging the future system. Examples of well known FDTs include
the Specification and Description Language (SDL) [HBS94], and Estelle [BD87].
Implementation
Implementation of the protocol is mostly done by automated derivation from the formal
specification of the protocol. According to Svobodova in [Svo89], not only does this ensure
the implementation conforms to the standard but also speeds up the implementation pro-
cess, though there are still many problems to be solved before an automated implementation
process becomes widely feasible. Hence automated implementations are more focused on a
single layer. On the other hand, the interfaces between the adjacent layers are hand-coded.
The hand-coded part includes the generation and analysis of PDUs.
In order to have an efficient implementation of the protocol, conformance testing is
performed on the software. This ensures that the software being implemented is “valid” in
the sense that it implements the standard it claims to implement. At this stage the whole
process is recursive as the implementor may have to return to the formal description of the
protocol.
Executable Application
Once the protocol has been verified as being correct, deadlock free, and validated to ensure
it adheres to the standards, it is ready for incorporation in the layered architecture of
the system. Because of this layered architecture, a particular protocol layer can easily be
replaced when a better implementation of the protocol is available.
3.3 An Example of A Radio Interface Protocol
In this section we provide an example of a radio interface protocol architecture in Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). Figures 5 and 6 from [Gra02] illustrate the
UMTS and UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) architectures and in par-
ticular, where the radio interface under consideration is situated. A brief outline of these
architectures is provided in the following discussion.
The architecture of a UTRAN consists of one or several Radio Network Systems (RNS),
which correspond to a Base Station Subsystem (BSS) common in GSM radio access net-
works. A RNS is comprised of a Radio Network Controller (RNC), which controls several
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Node Bs. The term Node B refers to a site where several radio base stations are co-located,
with each such radio base station serving one cell. A Node B is connected to a RNC via an
interface, denoted as Iub Interface. There is also an interface between RNCs, denoted as Iur
Interface. Such an interface does not exist in the GSM access networks. In GSM, there is
only a small amount of communication between different RNS entities needed, which is han-
dled through the Core Network but which requires radio access network depend functions
in the Core Network Domain.
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Figure 5: The UMTS Architecture
In this architecture, the User Equipment (UE) can simultaneously be served by mutiple
Node Bs. If a UE is connected to Node Bs of different RNS, the Iur interface is needed
to exchange the data with the Serving RNC (S-RNC), which at a given time provides the
connection with the Core Network via an interface, denoted as Iu interface.
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In the following subsection, we discuss the protocol description based on the ETSI 3GPP
series of specification documents [vR02e][vR02g][vR02h][vR02a].
3.3.1 Radio Interface Protocol Architecture
The radio interface of UMTS is arranged in a series of protocol layers like most communi-
cation networks. It is layered into three protocol layers[vR02a], which include:
1. the Physical layer (L1),
2. the Data link layer (L2), and
3. Network layer (L3).
Layers 2 and 3 are further broken down into other sublayers. Layer 2 consists of the
following sublayers: Medium Access Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC), Packet
Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Broadcast/Multicast Control (BMC), and Link Access
Control (LAC). Layer 3 consists of the following sublayers: Radio Resource Control (RRC),
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Mobility Management (MM), and Call Control (CC). Figure 7, extracted from the Radio
interface protocol architecture diagram in [vR02a], illustrates the overall architecture of the
radio interface.
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Figure 7: Architecture of the Radio Interface Protocol
UMTS is a connection-oriented transmission system. Layer 3 and RLC are divided
into what are know as Control- and User- planes [Gra02]. The control plane protocols
are responsible for handling and transfer of network-internal control information including
connection setup. The user plane protocols are responsible for processing and transfer of
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the actual user application data, e.g. speech or video data, file transfer data, etc.
3.3.2 Services and Functions of the Protocol Layers
In addition to data transport service, each of the radio interface protocols provides addi-
tional services to upper layers of the protocol stack. From the moment either entity (mobile
device or UTRAN) initiates communication, there is a path that is followed from the ap-
plication initiating communication (i.e. sending a message) right through to the peer-end
application receiving this message. Associated with this path, are various states assumed
by each of the protocols in order to accomplish the transmission.
Higher layers
The higher layers in UMTS refer to the application layers above layer 3. UMTS specifies
two modes of operation for the UE: Idle mode and UTRAN Connected mode. The UE
procedures in idle mode include [Gra02]:
• cell search,
• cell selection/reselection,
• initial access, and
• registration to Core Network (CN).
Layer 3
This layer is responsible for the setup of connections, and the routing of data through the
network i.e. Internet Protocol (IP). The following are protocols associated with this layer:
1. Call Control (CC) provides call management functions, such as setup, maintenance,
release of so-called signaling connections between the Core Network and a mobile
(UE). Through CC all signalling between a mobile and external networks is han-
dled. The rudimentary CC procedures are call establishment procedures, call clearing
procedures, call information phase procedures, and other miscellaneous procedures.
2. Mobility Management (MM) is responsible for mobility management on radio
access level (RNS level). It manages user-specific databases needed to establish the
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optimal connection between the Core Network and the Radio Access Network nodes.
In addition, Mobile system selection (whether e.g. UMTS or GSM shall be used,
operator selection etc.) and authentication are handled by the MM. Depending on
how they can be initiated, three types of MM procedures can be distinguished: MM
common procedures, MM specific procedures, and MM connection management pro-
cedures.
3. Radio Resource Control (RRC) provides mobility management on cell level, and
radio resource management (admission control, handover control). Basically, it han-
dles all signalling procedures between UE and UTRAN, and configuration procedures
of the lower layers (L1 and L2)in both UE and in the network.
Layer 2
This layer is responsible for the setup of connections between network nodes, physical
medium access control, flow control, error detection, and managing retransmissions. The
following are the protocols associated with this layer:
1. Broadcast-Multicast Protocol (BMC) manages the distribution of messages re-
ceived from the Cell Broadcast Center to the desired cells on the network side. It has
scheduling procedures for generating scheduling information which enables BMC at
the UE side to control Discontinuous Reception (DRX), so that the UE can read only
those messages to which it had subscribed.
2. Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP’s) has the main function of TCP/IP
or UDP header compression, i.e. it removes all redundant information from the head-
ers which does not need to be sent repeatedly over the radio interface. Header com-
pression procedures are specific to this protocol. Associated with this procedure are
three modes of PDCP data transfer: Transparent data transfer, Data transfer with-
out sequence numbering, and Data transfer with sequence number. These modes are
differentiated by the headers of the IP packets.
Figure 8 illustrates the logical flow of data through the protocol. The services the
PDCP provides to higher layers are:
• transfer of user data;
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• maintenance of PDCP SDU sequence numbers.
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Figure 8: Logical Flow Through the Packet Data Convergence Protocol
3. Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol performs at the transmitting side segmen-
tation of the higher layer protocol data units into smaller blocks suitable for radio
transmission. At the receiving side it reassembles the small blocks back into higher
layer data units. Segmentation and Re-assembly procedures are the basic procedures
of this protocol. Additional procedures are available but they depend on the trans-
mission mode the UE or UTRAN are in. Three modes of transmission are specified for
the RLC: Transparent (TM), unacknowledged (UM) and acknowledged (AM) trans-
mission.
• In transparent mode, operations include segmentation, transmission buffering,
receiver buffering, and reassembly.
• In unacknowledged mode, operations include segmentation and concatenation, ci-
phering, adding RLC header, transmission buffering, receiver buffering, removing
RLC header, deciphering, and reassembly.
• In acknowledged mode, operations include segmentation / concatenation, cipher-
ing, adding RLC header, retransmission buffer and management, multiplexing,
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transmission buffering, adding piggyback information, de-multiplexing / rout-
ing, receiver buffering and retransmission management, removing RLC header
and extracting piggyback information, deciphering, and reassembly.
Figure 9 from [vR02h] illustrates the logical flow of data through the protocol layer.
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Figure 9: Logical Flow through the Radio Link Control layer
4. Medium Access Control (MAC) controls the usage of the transport channels
which are provided by the physical layer. It receives data on logical channels from the
RLC, which it then multiplexes and maps onto the transport channels. In addition to
multiplexing and mapping procedures, the MAC also performs priority control proce-
dures, switching between transport channel procedures, and ciphering procedures in
transparent mode RLC.
Figure 10 from [vR02g] illustrates the logical flow of data through the protocol. The
services that the MAC provides to the upper layers are [vR02g]:
• Data transfer : This service provides unacknowledged transfer of MAC SDUs
between peer MAC entities without data segmentation.
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• Reallocation of radio resources and MAC parameters: This service performs on
request of RRC execution of radio resource reallocation and change of MAC
parameters.
• Reporting of measurements: Local measurements are reported to RRC.
Layer 1
This layer is responsible for the transmission of data over the physical medium, synchroniza-
tion, forward error correction, and modulation of the radio signal. The following discussion
is a description of the different functions and procedures associated with this layer.
1. Physical layer (PHY,L1) offers information transfer services to MAC and higher
layers. The following are some of the important procedures performed by the physical
layer:
• FEC encoding/decoding of transport channels;
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• measurements and indication to higher layers (e.g. Frame Error Rate (FER),
Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR), interference power, and transmission power);
• macrodiversity distribution/combining and soft handover execution;
• error detection on transport channels;
• multiplexing of transport channels and demultiplexing of coded composite trans-
port channels;
• rate matching;
• mapping of coded composite transport channels on physical channels;
• modulation and spreading/demodulation and despreading of physical channels;
• frequency and time (chip, bit, slot, frame) synchronization;
• closed-loop power control;
• power weighting and combining of physical channels;
• RF processing;
• support of Uplink Synchronization;
• timing advance on uplink channels.
3.3.3 Protocol Coupling
This subsection describes how the different protocol layers work together to achieve com-
munication between the User Equipment UE and the UTRAN through the different states
of the radio interface protocols. We have chosen two common modes of operation: Idle
and UTRAN Connected mode and we refer mostly to [Gra02] and the specification docu-
ments [vR02d],[vR02b],[vR02h],[vR02e], and [vR02c].
Idle mode
When a UE is switched on, it first performs a cell search procedure to locate a public land
mobile network (PLMN) from the application protocol. The application protocol sends
a signal to the Call Control protocol to perform a call establishment procedure. This
procedure initiates a connection request through the connection manager -Radio Resource
Control (RLC). The RRC performs the connection establishment procedures which specify
the Common Control Channel as the logical channel and the Random Access Channel
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(RACH) and Forward Access Channel (FACH) as the physical channels for communication
with the UTRAN. The Radio Link Control (RLC) then prepares the connection request
packets through the RLC transparent mode segmentation procedures, which break down the
higher layer protocol data units into smaller smaller blocks suitable for radio transmission.
The RLC then relays the requests packets to the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol
through the Common Control Channel (CCCH). The MAC then performs multiplexing
procedures on the request packets, and maps them on the RACH for transmission to the
physical layer. The Physical protocol (PHY) performs a series of procedures that ensures
that the (UE) has acceptable communication conditions with the base station. This includes
preparation and sending of beacons know as “RACH preambles” to the base station. The
purpose of this phase is that first the base station shall obtain synchronization to this signal
and indicates its successful acquisition to the UE on the Acquisition Indicator Channel
(AICH). The process of sending the preambles involves the preparation of Physical Random
Access Channel (PRACH) packets that are then modulated and spread in the respective
radio frequency. During this transition, open loop power control procedures are performed
to ensure that packets transmitted are received and decoded by the receiving base station.
Once the UE has sent the initial access message in idle mode, it waits for a reply from the
network on the AICH. The reply could be either a “RRC Connection Setup” or a “RRC
Connection Setup Reject” message. Upon receiving the reply signal from the UTRAN, the
signal is de-spread and demodulated to extract the reply packets. The packets are then
decoded and demultiplexed for mapping onto the FACH. Measurement indicators are also
sent to the RRC and the MAC with information on the Signal-to-Interference ratio(SIR),
interference power, and transmission power on the physical channel. The MAC receives
the reply signal on the FACH and performs error handling, error reporting to the RLC
and RRC, traffic measurements and ciphering on the packets received. The FACH signal is
then demultiplexed and mapped onto a CCCH. The RLC receives the reply signal on the
CCCH and performs reassembly of small blocks protocol data units back into the higher
layer units. An indication signal is then sent to the RRC on the response from the UTRAN.
The RRC subsequently notifies the application layer on whether or not to remain in idle
mode or enter UTRAN Connected Mode. Figure 11 from [Wil99] illustrates the protocol
architecture for initial access.
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Figure 11: Protocol Architecture for Initial Access (Arrows down: Network side; arrows up:
UE side)
UTRAN Connected mode: Downlink at the UE
This section describes how the different protocol layers handle requested HTTP packets
on the downlink. Focus is on the User-plane protocols that are responsible for processing
and transfer of the actual user application data [Gra02]. Of equal importance are the
indication signals, sent from the lower layer protocols to the upper layer protocols, which
carry the packets up to the application layer. It is understood that the basic units of
protocol communication are:
1. Protocol Data Units (PDUs) used for peer-to-peer communication;
2. Service Data Units (SDUs) used for layer-to-layer communication.
Once a mobile has entered into UTRAN connected mode, the peer-to-peer communication
between UE and Node B is extended to include the SRNC as a peer entity. The follow-
ing user-plane protocol layer entities participate in peer-to-peer communication to achieve
transmission of application layer packets (i.e. HTTP):
• Physical layer;
• MAC layer;
• RLC layer;
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• RRC layer;
• PDCP layer;
• IP layer;
• TCP layer.
Figure 12 from [Gra02] shows the architecture of radio and transport protocols participat-
ing in the transmission of packet data.
Figure 12: Radio and Transport Protocols Involved in Packet Data Transmission
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Layer 1 (Physical)
The UE receives bits on a number of physical channels1. Demodulation and despreading
of the transport channels is performed yielding the transport blocks of the transmission.
Measurements of FER, SIR, interference power, and transmission power are performed
during reassembly of the transport blocks and results are subsequently added to every
transport block. Together, these processes yield the following primitives [vR02e]:
• PHY-DATA-IND2 (sent to MAC);
• PHY-STATUS-IND (sent to MAC);
• CPHY-MEASUREMENT-IND (sent to RRC);
• CPHY-OUT-OF-SYNC-IND (sent to RRC);
• CPHY-ERROR-IND (sent to RRC);
The parameters for the L1 SDUs (MAC PDUs) include:
• Transport format indicator (TFI);
• Transport Block Set (actual transmitted data);
• CRC check result;
• Process Id.
The SDUs for the MAC and RRC are subsequently mapped to control and traffic channels.
Layer 2 (Medium Access Control)
The MAC layer receives and indication signal from the physical layer. This layer consists of
the following entities that could receive the indication signal, depending on which physical
channel was used:
• MAC-b;
• MAC-c/sh;
1This is determined by the duplexing technique used: Frequency division duplexing (FDD)or Time
division duplexing (TDD).
2Nomenclature for physical layer service primitives.
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Figure 13: UE Side MAC Architecture / MAC-d Details
• MAC-d (Illustrated in Figure 13 from [vR02g].);
• MAC-hs.
Each of these entities is responsible for mapping logical channels to transport channels. Of
interest to us, is the MAC-d entity which maps the Dedicated Control Channels (DCCH)
and Dedicated Traffic Channels (DTCH)on Dedicated Channel (DCH) which is carrying
the data packet.
The delivered lower layer transport block sets are demultiplexed and subsequently
mapped onto upper layer PDUs (RLC PDUs). In addition, the MAC entities perform
measurements on the amount of traffic being received and the results reported to the RRC
via the control channels. If transparent mode transfer is used by the RLC, then deciphering
may also be performed on the PDUs. The primitives produced by these procedures include:
• MAC-DATA-IND (sent to the RLC);
• MAC-STATUS-IND (sent to the RLC);
• CMAC-MEASUREMENT-IND (sent to the RRC);
• CMAC-STATUS-IND (sent to the RRC).
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Layer 2 (Radio Link Control)
Figure 14 from [vR02h] illustrates the flow of data in RLC when the protocol is in Ac-
knowledged Mode (AM). For Internet traffic, the RLC employs AM transmission [Gra02] for
“non-real time” packet data. The receiving side of the AM-RLC entity receives Acknowl-
edged mode data (AMD) and Control PDUs through the configured logical channels from
the lower layer. AMD PDUs are routed to the Deciphering Unit, where AMD PDUs (minus
the AMD PDU header) are deciphered (if ciphering is configured and started), and then
delivered to the Reception buffer. The AMD PDUs are placed in the Reception buffer until
a complete RLC SDU has been received. The Receiver acknowledges successful reception or
requests retransmission of the missing AMD PDUs by sending one or more STATUS PDUs
to the AM RLC peer entity, through its transmitting side. If a Piggybacked STATUS PDU
is found in an AMD PDU, it is delivered to the Retransmission buffer and Management Unit
at the transmitting side of the AM RLC entity, in order to purge the buffer of positively
acknowledged AMD PDUs, and to indicate which AMD PDUs need to be retransmitted.
Once a complete RLC SDU has been received, the associated AMD PDUs are reassem-
bled by the Reassembly Unit and delivered to upper layers through the AM-SAP. RESET
and RESET ACK PDUs are delivered to the RLC Control Unit for processing. If a response
to the peer AM RLC entity is needed, an appropriate Control PDU is delivered, by the RLC
Control Unit to the transmitting side of the AM RLC entity. The received STATUS PDUs
are delivered to the Retransmission buffer and Management Unit at the transmitting side
of the AM RLC entity, in order to purge the buffer of positively acknowledged AMD PDUs,
and to indicate which AMD PDUs need to be retransmitted [vR02h].
The primitives sent to higher layers include:
• RLC-AM-DATA-IND ;
• RLC-UM-DATA-IND ;
• RLC-TM-DATA-IND ;
• CRLC-STATUS-IND.
Layer 2 (Packet Data Convergence Protocol)
The Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) entity is responsible for header decompres-
sion of network protocols for IPv4. When the PDCP entity receives the PDCP PDUs (RLC
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Figure 14: Model of an RLC Acknowledged Mode Entity
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SDUs) from the lower layer, it performs header decompression of the PDCP PDU to obtain
the PDCP SDU. This PDCP SDU is basically the data packets sent from the higher layer on
the network side. It is subsequently delivered to the upper layer in the order received from
the lower layer. The primitive sent to the upper layer is the PDCP-DATA-Ind. Figure 15
from [vR02c] illustrates the PDCP data transfer over AM RLC.
Figure 15: PDCP Data Transfer over Acknowledged Mode RLC
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Chapter 4
Power Consumption as a Reward
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will apply the theory of Markov reward models (MRMs) for analyzing
the power consumption of protocol processes. We use a continuous-time Markov chain to
capture the progressive behaviour of a protocol layer, i.e the functions and procedures that
process the protocol data units in a layer. With this behaviour, we associate a type of
measure that accurately describes the characteristics of power usage in a protocol layer.
Based on this premise, we explain how the expected power consumption behaviour can be
predicted by modelling using MRMs.
In the next section, we discuss protocol behaviour based on information from the formal
specification documents.
4.2 Protocol Behaviour
Formal specification documents provide information on the logical flow of protocol data
units through a network architecture. The network architecture in this case represents the
layered protocol stack. To the protocol implementor writing the program for each layer,
the specification provides the services of the protocol, its functions and the protocol data
units (PDU) exchanged between adjacent layers. With this information, the implementor
is able to distinguish between the different states of a protocol whilst in execution. We
understand this because while a program is in execution, different defined functions of the
program will be called depending on what service the protocol is providing or receiving from
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its adjacent layer. Alternatively, the protocol implementor can use Formal Description
Techniques (FDTs) [Kri03] to perform a meta-execution of the protocol specification to
evaluate the protocol. Most FDTs, for example SDL [HBS94], are able to generate the
program source code for protocol execution that can be used to explore the behaviour of
the protocol during its execution.
For a protocol in execution, we can assume that it has continuous-time behaviour. We
make this assumption because of the unpredictable nature of the wireless communication
medium. A typical protocol layer can at any time be sending protocol data units, or be
performing error correction due to retransmission. We are able to model this behaviour by
using Markov theory [ZR97]. Our approach to deriving the Markov chain is determined by
the fact that whilst a layer is in an arbitrary protocol state (protocol function in execution),
there is a amount of time associated with being in that state before the next state change.
This is known as the sojourn time. We assume the distribution of the layer being in an
arbitrary state is exponential and that subsequent state changes are determined by the
present state: in other words, it possesses the memoryless property of a Markov chain.
The Markov chain that has the properties discussed thus far is the continuous-time
Markov chain. The protocol processes in this case represent the state space S, where
S = {i, i ∈ N0}. For a protocol with n states, we let qij be the mean transition rate
from state i to state j and Q be the n× n generator matrix.
In the next section, we explain how we can use Markov reward models (MRMs) to model
power consumption at the protocol layer.
4.3 Power as a Reward
In this section, we present our approach to modelling power consumption in protocol layers
as rewards of a Markov reward model (MRM). We establish power consumption as a possible
metric of interest in stochastic representation of protocol processes.
4.3.1 Type of Measure
For any process that contributes to the transmission or reception of a data in the wireless
communication system, there is an amount of power that is consumed from the battery.
With the level of abstraction the protocol specification documents provide, it is a non-trivial
task formulating a suitable metric for power. In addition, based on extensive investigation
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on our part, getting the exact power consumption values associated with protocol layer
states is more difficult because such information is not documented. However, we can make
the following hypothesis from the protocol behaviour. While the protocol layer is in a
particular state, we expect a certain amount of time to be spent in that state. In addition,
while in that state, it is obvious that a certain amount of power to be used in order to
complete that task. Alternately, if we couple the consumption of power by the different
states, power consumption can be viewed as a measure which depends on the accumulated
behaviour of all states of a protocol over the utilization interval of that protocol: Power
is the reward associated with being in a state. These stochastic behaviors combined with
the reward functions form Markov reward models [Qur96]. For our purpose, power can be
classified as an interval-of-time variable for the analysis of Markov reward models. The
accumulated reward earned up in time is defined by [G. 90] and [CMST88] as follows:
Definition 4.1 If ri is the reward rate associated with the structure-state i: then the vector
r defines the reward structure. A real-valued reward rate ri is associated to each state i ∈ S.
Assuming that the reward rates are non-negative and have no absorbing states, SA:
∀i ∈ S, (ri ∈ N, i ∈ N, ri ∈ R, ri ≥ 0) ∧ (i ∈ SA ⇒ ri = 0) (11)
The accumulated reward earned up in time t is defined by
Y (t) =
∫ t
0
rX(τ)dτ. (12)
4.3.2 Reward Definition
Now that we have specified the measure of interest, we have to select a type of reward that
is suitable for the analysis of the accumulated behaviour of the system. There are two types
of rewards that are common to Markov reward models: rate rewards, which assign time-
dependent values to state occupancies, and impulse rewards, which assign time-independent
values to state transitions. Power consumption is a time-dependent value therefore we shall
confine ourselves to rate rewards because they are suitable for the interval-of-time measure
we are interested in.
By interpreting rewards as energy levels, we have derived the following as our definition
of power consumption in relation to rewards:
Definition 4.2 Let ci, i ∈ N0, where i represents the state index, represent power con-
sumption as a reward in the Markov Reward Model (MRM).
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Though this definition of power consumption provides a way of predicting how the actual
power of the device would be consumed by the different protocol states S, it is not sufficient
in modelling power consumption of the layer because it does not incorporate parameters
such as the the number of packets and their frame size, which would aid in providing a
more realistic model. Alternatively, we can assume this to be a coefficient that is part of
the overall consumption of the protocol layer. In [FN01], Feeney and Nilsson describe the
energy consumed by the network interface when a host sends, receives or discards a packet
under error free conditions by the following linear equation:
Energy = m× size + b (13)
The constant coefficients m and b are used to represent values for various operations i.e.
packets discarded and packets received. They further state that there is a fixed component
associated with device state changes and channel acquisition overhead and an incremental
component which is proportional to the size of the packet. Since the protocol architecture is
coupled with the wireless interface [SWW+02], we can intuitively assume that this descrip-
tion is analogous to the protocol layers as well. We categorize the aforementioned modelling
of power consumption as the Power Factor Analysis.
Another way of using the MRM framework is by using it as a pure performance model [GPT00]
to conveniently describe power consumption as a measure of interest. For our purpose, we
can analyze the power utilization of the different protocol states. We assume that once the
protocol layer is in operation, sending and receiving protocol data units, and the effects of
the initial bias have been overcome, the network architecture will enter into steady state
behaviour. What this implies is that the model exhibits regularity and predictability over
its state space. When the model is in steady state, we denote the steady state probabilities
i.e., pii, for the probability that the model is in state i. The utilization, ρ, can be computed
based on a binary reward assignment. This is a special MRM where if a particular resource
is occupied in a given state, the reward rate 1 is assigned, otherwise reward rate 0 indicates
the idleness of the resource. With reward structure r0 = 1 and ri = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n
the utilization becomes:
ρ =
∑
i∈S
ripii = pi0 (14)
This allows us to determine the probability vector pi and therefore the fraction of time
the protocol is in a particular state. This information proves useful when the protocol
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implementor wants to determine which of the protocol states the layer spends the most
time in and what contribution, to the overall power consumption, that particular state
makes. We categorize the aforementioned modelling of power consumption as the Power
Level Analysis.
Lastly, MRMs can be used to capture the accumulated behaviour of a reward based on
the reward specification defined for the model. In this case, if we specify a reward structure
that describes the consumption of power by each protocol state, the combined accumulated
reward of all the states of a specific layer can be used to compare the power consumption
characteristics of the various protocol layers specified in a particular layered architecture.
This information would allow the protocol implementor to distinguish which protocol layers
of a particular implementation are power intensive. We categorize the aforementioned
modelling of power consumption as the Power Consumption Comparison analysis.
4.4 Model Assumptions
In this section we discuss the different assumptions used for deriving the Markov reward
models from the protocol layers. Hereafter, we validate these assumptions based on informa-
tion gathered during an interview with a protocol engineer from Siemens Communications
South Africa.
4.4.1 Stochastic Behaviour and Parameter Values
The most fundamental assumption we have made in this work so far is the stochastic
hypothesis [Hil03]: “The behaviour of the real network architecture during a given period
of time is characterized by the probability distributions of a stochastic process.” Although it
can never be conclusively proved, evidence from the meta-execution of the protocol suggest
that this is true. In contrast, the assumption that all protocol state time are exponentially
distributed, is less likely to fit with observations of real systems. We make this assumption
nevertheless because the exponential distribution is the only one we can use if we wish
to assume that the stochastic process characterizing our network architecture is a Markov
process. The Markov assumption that future behaviour of the system is only dependent
on its current state, not on its past history is a reasonable assumption for computer and
communication systems, especially if one chose the states carefully.
Depending on the application, we can assign different meanings to states, state-transitions,
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rates, and rewards [HT93]. In our case, we use Markov reward models because they have
the property of allowing us to assign values, such as transition rates and rate rewards, that
we can associate with being in a particular state. What they do not provide us is the exact
values of the energy units that would be consumed by a protocol state. Unfortunately, this
information is hard to access in a real implementation. It does allow us to identify trends
however as we shall show in chapter 6.
4.4.2 Validation of Assumptions
In order to validate the assumptions presented in the previous subsection, we conducted
an interview [Mur03] with a protocol implementor from Siemens Communications South
Africa. Our objective was to find out how easily accessible information such as transition
rates between states in a protocol and amount of power consumed by the different states
was during the implementation. The TC45 Siemens wireless engine [SIE03] was used to
conduct this study1.
4.4.3 Implementation Practices
During the protocol implementation process, the protocols are pre-compiled and tested on a
standard compiler before they are loaded onto the TC45 module. Due to the large number
of different applications that can be loaded onto the wireless module and varying commu-
nication conditions, there are no simulation tools that can profile the power consumption
of the module. During the protocol implementation process, the protocol performance is
application specific. What this implies is that each specific application implementation
designed for the wireless module is entirely at the software implementor’s discretion.
Performance analysis studies the software implementation on the TC45 are done by
calculating the Java command execution throughput (“jPS”=Java statements per second).
The scope of this measurement is only the statement execution time, not the execution
delay (Java command on Application Toolkit (AT) interface → Java instruction execution
→ reaction on General Purpose Input Output (GPIO)). The following Java instruction is
used for calculation of the typical jPS:
value = (2× number of calculation statements)/
1The information provided on the TC45 Siemens Cellular Engine has been used with permission of Kruger
Murray Siemens Communications South Africa
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((1/frequencyB)− (1/frequencyA));
In order to establish the hardware and protocol interaction, the frequency of the in-
teraction can be probed by the the number of Java statements that call the AT hardware
commands. This is a possible metric that can be used to track power consumption char-
acteristics of the wireless module. Unfortunately, getting the actual power consumption
measurements from the software protocols is not possible.
4.4.4 Profiling Power Efficient Implementations
At present, Siemens does not have equipment that determines the power consumption of
individual protocol layer states. The main reason for this is that protocol implementors nor-
mally do not write application software which includes further software (instrumentation)
which gathers the kind of information we need for the model. A example of this information
is counting the number of transitions between states or the time spent in a state. This is
no surprise as we mentioned in section 4.3.1 herein, of the difficulty of getting this type of
empirical data.
Power efficient protocol implementation is a very important issue during the design of
the TC45. However, more emphasis is put in saving power in the low processing modes i.e.
idle mode, than in normal operation modes i.e. transmission. In addition, because of the
unavailability of power consumption profiling tools, protocol implementors must rely on the
efficiency of the protocols they implement. Furthermore, Siemens has placed a higher prior-
ity on improving bandwidth utilization, albeit minimal low power mechanisms are in place
for normal communication modes. Indeed it would be beneficial if the protocol implemen-
tor was able to determine the power profile a particular implementation before loading it
onto the wireless module. The only deterrent is that the number of wireless communication
scenarios that have to be considered is quite large considering the different environmental
conditions of the wireless neighborhood (i.e. signal strength, interference). Hence this pro-
vides a possible application of our methodology because it offers the flexibility of modelling
specific communication scenarios that are of concern to the protocol implementor.
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Chapter 5
Application
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we apply the methodology we proposed in section 1.2.1 of chapter 1 to
analyze the power consumption of the wireless protocol architecture of the UMTS protocol
stack. We derive the state description of the UMTS Physical, Medium access control and
Radio link control protocol layers of the User Equipment. The Markov model is specified
for each of these layers and the different power consumption experiments are conducted
based on specific reward structures for the model. Subsequently, the Mo¨bius experiment
parameters are specified for each of the power consumption studies: Power factor, Power
level, and Power consumption comparison.
5.2 Protocol States
In this section, we derive the state description of the UMTS Physical (PHY), Medium Access
Control (MAC) and Radio Link Control protocol(RLC) layers of the User Equipment (UE).
These protocols are specified by the ETSI 3rd Generation Partnership Project(3GPP) in the
following documents: [vR02e] for the PHY, [vR02g] for the MAC, and [vR02h]. Additional
information about the UMTS protocol architecture is provided by [vR02c],[vR02a], [vR02f]
and [vR02d].
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5.2.1 UE Protocol Architecture
The state diagrams in the subsequent subsections are based on the UE protocol architecture
and the possible behaviour of the various protocol entities when radio frames are received
or transmitted at the UE. Each protocol entity is described by the set of possible states
in which it may be in and possible state transitions that may occur. In addition, a brief
account of the various processes that take place once a protocol is in a certain state is given.
This information is available in the protocol specification document of layer being modelled.
In Figure 16, we illustrate the protocol layer entities, from [vR02a], we are considering
for analysis. Protocol entities considered for state model description include the PHY,
MAC, and RLC protocols of the user plane for layer-to-layer communication. The user
plane protocols are responsible for processing and transfer of the actual user application
data, e.g. speech or video data, and file transfer data.
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Figure 16: User Equipment User-Plane Protocol Architecture
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In the next section, we discuss the various states of the Physical layer.
5.2.2 Physical Protocol States
Figure 17 derived from the [vR02e] specification document, illustrates the state model for
the PHY protocol entity (both transmitting and receiving). The entity can be in one of the
following states:
1. Null.
2. Channel Access Ready.
3. Data Transfer Ready.
4. Status Reporting.
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Figure 17: The State Model for the Physical Layer
Null State
In this state, there is no data flowing through the the PHY protocol entity. Upon reception
of a request signal via the PHY-ACCESS, the PHY protocol entity is created and the
protocol changes to Channel Access Ready state.
Channel Access Ready State
In this state, the protocol requests access to either a Random Access Channel (RACH) or
a Common Physical Channel (CPCH). After a channel request is sent, a confirmation via
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PHY-ACCESS is received with information on whether or not a channel has been assigned
or not.
If a channel is assigned, the protocol changes to Data Ready state so that data can be
transmitted. If the channel is not assigned, the protocol can wait for the next request signal
via PHY-ACCESS or change state to Null.
Data Transfer Ready State
In this state, the protocol can transmit and receive PDUs between peer PHY entities.
Status Reporting State
The PHY protocol enters this state whenever the protocol is notifying higher layers of events
occurring in the protocol. Some of these events include:
• PHY layer hardware failure;
• Start of message indicator received;
• End of message indicator received.
Once the report has been sent to the higher layer, the protocol returns to its previous
state. In the event that the report is on failure of PHY layer hardware, the protocol changes
to Null state.
In the next section, we discuss the various states of the Medium access control layer.
5.2.3 Medium Access Control Protocol States
Figure 18 derived from the [vR02g] specification document, illustrate the state model
for the MAC protocol entity (both transmitting and receiving). The states for this entity
include:
1. Null.
2. Data transfer ready.
3. Measurement.
4. Channel config.
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5. Status reporting.
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Figure 18: The State Model for the Medium Access Control Layer
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Null State
In this state, the MAC entity inactive and therefore it is not possible to transfer any data.
Once it receives request signal via the CMAC-CONFIG from the upper layer requesting a
connection setup, it changes to Channel config state for transmission of data.
If this entity receives a request signal via the CMAC-MEASUREMENT with measure-
ment information elements from the RRC, the entity changes to Measurement state.
Data Transfer Ready State
In this state, the entity can transfer MAC SDUs between peer MAC entities.
If the Radio Resource Control (RRC) requires configuration information from the MAC,
a request signal via the CMAC-CONFIG is sent to the MAC entity with logical channel
information. Upon receiving this request the MAC entity changes to Measure state.
If the entity receives a request signal via the CMAC-CONFIG with a connection release
parameter, the entity changes to Null state. In this case the MAC entity no longer exists.
Measurement State
In this state, the entity receives a request signal via the CMAC-MEASURE from the RRC
layer to perform measurements i.e. traffic volume measurements. The results from these
measurements are reported to the RRC.
If the entity receives a request signal via the CMAC-CONFIG, it either remains in its
present state or changes to Data ready state.
If the reported measurements to the RRC show that the traffic volume is not acceptable
for transmission, the RRC sends a request signal via the CMAC-MEASURE to change state
to Null. In this state the MAC entity does not exist and no data can be transferred.
Channel config
In this state, once the entity receives a request via the CMAC-CONFIG, a request to the
higher layers is made in order to either setup, release or configure a logical channel.
Status reporting
In this state, the MAC notifies the RRC by sending an indication signal via the CMAC-
STATUS primitive.
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In the next section, we discuss the various states of the Radio link control layer.
5.2.4 Radio Link Control Protocol States
Figure 19 derived from the [vR02e] specification document, illustrates the state model for
the acknowledged mode RLC protocol entity (both transmitting and receiving). The entity
can be in one of the following states:
1. Null.
2. Data transfer ready.
3. Reset pending.
4. Local suspend.
5. Reset and Suspend.
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Figure 19: The State Model for the Radio Link Control Acknowledged Mode Entities
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Null State
In this state, the RLC entity is inactive and therefore it is not possible to transfer any data.
Upon receiving a request signal via the CRLC-CONFIG from the upper layer, the RLC
entity is created and the protocol enters into Data transfer ready state.
Data transfer ready State
Once in this state, the acknowledged mode data (AMD) is prepared for transmission between
RLC peer entities. This involves segmentation of the RLC SDUs into AMD PDUs, setting
the length indicator field for the SDU, starting the timer discard for transmitted SDUs from
the upper layer, and scheduling the AMD PDUs for transmission.
Upon reception of a request signal via the CRLC-CONFIG from the upper layer indi-
cating release, the RLC entity enters into Null state and is considered as being terminated.
If an initiating condition for the RLC reset procedure is detected, the RLC entity initi-
ates the RLC reset procedure and enters into the Reset pending state.
For the recept of a RESET ACK PDU, the RLC entity does not take any action. If it
receives a request signal via the CRLC-SUSPEND from the upper layer, the RLC entity is
suspended and enters into Local suspend state.
Reset Pending State
In this state, the entity waits for a response from its peer entity and no data can be ex-
changed between the entities. Upon recept of a request signal via the CRLC-CONFIG from
the upper layer indicating release, the RLC entity enters into Null state and is considered
as terminated.
If it receives a RESET ACK PDU it can either enter into Data transfer ready state or
remain in its current state depending on the Radio Network Subsystem value (RNS) set in
the PDU.
If a RESET PDU is received, the RLC entity remains in its current state.
If a request signal via the CRLC-SUSPEND from the upper layer is received, the RLC
entity enters into Reset and suspend state.
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Local Suspend State
In this state the RLC entity is suspended, i.e. it does not send AMD PDUs with Sequence
Number greater than a specified value. Upon receiving a request signal via the CRLC-
RESUME from the upper layer, the RLC entity resumes the data transmission and enters
into the Data transfer ready state.
If it receives a request signal via the CRLC-CONFIG from the upper layer indicating
release, the RLC entity enters the Null state and is considered as being terminated.
Upon detection of an initiating condition for the RLC reset procedure, the RLC entity
initiates the RLC reset procedure and enters into Reset and suspend state.
Reset and Suspend State
In this state, the entity waits for a response from its peer entity or primitive (request signal
via the CRLC-RESUME) from its upper layer and no data can be exchanged between the
entities. Upon recept of a request signal via the CRLC-CONFIG from the upper layer is
received, the RLC entity is terminated and the protocol enters into Null state. When a
RESET ACK PDU is received, the peer RLC entities are reset and protocol enters into
Local suspend state.
If a request signal via the CRLC-RESUME is received from the upper layer, the RLC
entity is resumed, i.e. releases the suspend constraint; and the protocol enters into the
Reset pending state.
In the next section, we discuss how we derive the Markov model from the state diagrams.
5.3 Markov Model
In this section, we show how the state description, given in Section 5.2.1, we have derived
from the formal specification documents of UMTS is used to derive the Markov chains that
capture the stochastic behaviour of the protocol layers considered thus far.
5.3.1 Markov Chain Derivation
In Sections 5.2.2-5.2.4 of this dissertation, we derived state descriptions that illustrate the
behaviour of the PHY, MAC and RLC protocol layers. The state diagrams are used as
the continuous-time Markov chains that closely capture the stochastic behaviour of these
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protocol layers. In addition, these state diagrams allow us to derive the generator matrices
for the PHY, MAC, and RLC Markov chains. The generator matrices store the transition
rates associated with state transitions of the Markov chains.
PHY Generator Matrix and State Legend
Below is the generator matrix of the PHY layer and the states represented.
State number State name
1 Null
2 Channel access
3 Status reporting
4 Data Transfer Ready
MAC Generator Matrix and State Legend
Below is the generator matrix of the MAC layer and the states represented.
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State number State name
1 Null
2 Channel Config
3 Data Transfer Ready
4 Measurement
5 Status Reporting
RLC Generator Matrix and State Legend
Below is the generator matrix of the RLC layer and the states represented.
State number State name
1 Null
2 Data Transfer Ready
3 Reset Pending
4 Reset and Suspend
5 Local Suspend
In the next section, we discuss the reward structures used for the experiments.
5.3.2 Reward Structure
Using Markov reward models, we can specify reward structures for the different states of
the derived Markov chains. In our experiments, we investigate the following possible cases
in which Markov reward models can be applied to analyze power consumption based on the
reward definitions provided in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4:
Power factor: A factor that captures the predicted power consumption behaviour of a
protocol state and protocol layer in time,
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Power level: The power levels of different protocol states, based on how much reward (in
this case power), the different protocol layers contribute (i.e. consume) to the overall
accumulated reward in time, and
Power consumption comparison: The comparison of power consumption characteris-
tics of individual protocol layers.
The next section discusses how the analytical model is solved using the Mo¨bius modelling
tool.
5.4 Analytic Model Solution
In Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 of this chapter, we derived the continuous-time Markov chain of
three radio interface protocols: Physical, Medium Access Control and Radio Link Control,
and stated the different reward structures that will be used to model power consumption
of the various states of the protocol respectively. In this section, we discuss how the Accu-
mulated reward solver of Mo¨bius is used to solve the Markov reward model.
5.4.1 Accumulated Reward solver
The Mo¨bius Accumulated reward solver(ARS) solves for transient interval of time variables,
i.e., for intervals [t0, t1] where both t0 and t1 are finite [PER94]. It gives the expected
accumulated reward, as well as the expected time-averaged accumulated reward over the
interval.
From Definition 4.2 on page 44, we specify EAR as the accumulated reward of the
number of energy units, ci, associated with the sojourn time in state i. We then use the
Mo¨bius accumulated reward solver to predict the following results over an interval of time:
1. Power consumption in a protocol state i , and
2. Power consumption of the protocol layer.
We will now distinguish between these two results in the following discussion. The power
consumption of a state provides measures which characterize specified functions of a pro-
tocol. These measures include: (1) Information on which states consume the most power,
and (2) Information on which states the protocol frequently spends time in. The results for
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power consumption of the protocol layer on the other hand provide an indication of relative
power consumption associated with the separate layers of a protocol stack.
Based on the aforementioned premise, we can use the Mo¨bius ARS to analyze the
characteristics of power consumption in the protocol architecture that would be of interest
to the protocol implementor (i.e. Power Factor, Power Level, and Power Consumption
Comparison analysis)
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Chapter 6
Mo¨bius Experiment and Results
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the Mo¨bius modelling experiment, and the different parameters
required to conduct a power characteristic analysis of the Markov reward models of Radio
link control, Medium access control, and Physical layers of the UMTS radio interface proto-
col architecture using the Mo¨bius Accumulated Reward Solver (ARS). Hereafter, we present
the results of the power consumption experiments. Subsequently, we show the trends in
the analytic results for Power factor, Power Level, and Power consumption comparison
generated by the ARS.
6.2 Mo¨bius Experiment
In the next section we discuss the Mo¨bius experiment implementation and the different
power characteristics we analyzed.
6.2.1 Implementation
We implemented our model in Mo¨bius using the Buckets and Balls formalism [Ste94]. Fig-
ure 20 and Table 2 show an example of the Atomic editor implementation of the RLC and
its initial marking attributes respectively. The atomic editor files of the modelled protocol
layers are illustrated in Appendix herein. The timed transitions from state to state were
set to exponential time distribution and rates specified from 0 to 1.
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Figure 20: Screen shot of Mo¨bius Buckets and Balls representation of the RLC layer
Name Initial Marking
DATA TRANSFER READY 0
NULL STATE 1
LOCAL SUSPEND 0
RESET PENDING 0
RESET AND SUSPEND 0
Table 2: Bucket attributes for the radio link control layer
Rewards were then specified in the Reward editor. For this experiment, each reward
defined had a number of performance variables specified depending on how many states the
layer has. The value of the reward for individual performance variables was determined by
the type of study being conducted: Power factor, or Power level, or Power consumption
comparison. Each performance variable had the following generic syntax for the reward
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function depending on the atomic model:
if( RLC CTMC → NULL STATE → Mark()){ return 1; }
This C++ statement means that if the “NULL STATE” state of the RLC CTMC atomic
model is marked, then the function returns the value 1.
To solve for the specified performability variable, the state space and state transition
matrix to be used for analytic evaluation are generated by the Study and Solver editors.
Using the Numerical editor, we selected the accumulated reward solver(ARS) and specified
the time interval for the experiment. In addition, the Mo¨bius simulator was used to generate
the distribution of the the accumulated reward in order to capture the fraction of time the
model is in a state.
6.2.2 Power Factor Analysis
For the Power factor analysis experiment, we specify two cases in order to observe how the
power accumulation can vary during different transmission condition. In Case 1, we model
a transmission condition, where the protocol spends more time performing measurements
on the wireless channel. What this implies is that the expected transition rates into all
states associated with channel condition measurements have higher values compared to
other states. On the other hand, Case 2 models the a situation where the protocol spends
more time in data transfer states during transmission. Ultimately, we would compare the
power factor associated with each of the states under these two conditions.
Transition Rates
Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the source and destination states associated with the RLC, MAC
and PHY layer respectively. In addition, they show the exponential distribution rates for
the two case experiments. Due to the fact that actual state rates are difficult to get, as
explained in section 4.4 of chapter 4, the rates used for the following studies are intuitive
assumptions based on the type and number of protocol data units served to and by a
protocol layer.
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Source State Destination State Rates
Case 1 Case 2
NULL STATE DATA TRANSFER READY 0.3 1
LOCAL SUSPEND DATA TRANSFER READY 0.3 1
RESET PENDING DATA TRANSFER READY 0.3 1
DATA TRANSFER READY NULL STATE 0.2 0.2
RESET AND SUSPEND NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
LOCAL SUSPEND NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
RESET PENDING NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
DATA TRANSFER READY LOCAL SUSPEND 1 1
RESET AND SUSPEND LOCAL SUSPEND 1 0.4
DATA TRANSFER READY RESET PENDING 0.4 0.2
RESET AND SUSPEND RESET PENDING 0.4 0.2
RESET PENDING RESET AND SUSPEND 0.8 0.2
LOCAL SUSPEND RESET AND SUSPEND 0.8 0.2
Table 3: Activity case transition rates between radio link control states
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Source State Destination State Rates
Case 1 Case 2
NULL STATE CHANNEL CONFIG 0.5 0.2
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CONFIG 0.5 0.2
DATA TRANSFER READY CHANNEL CONFIG 0.5 0.2
CHANNEL CONFIG NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
MEASUREMENT NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
NULL STATE MEASUREMENT 1 0.2
CHANNEL CONFIG MEASUREMENT 1 0.2
DATA TRANSFER READY MEASUREMENT 1 0.2
CHANNEL CONFIG DATA TRANSFER READY 0.2 1
MEASUREMENT DATA TRANSFER READY 0.2 1
STATUS REPORTING DATA TRANSFER READY 0.2 1
DATA TRANSFER READY STATUS REPORTING 0.6 0.2
Table 4: Activity case transition rates between medium access control states
Source State Destination State Rates
Case 1 Case 2
CHANNEL ACCESS NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
STATUS REPORTING NULL STATE 0.01 0.01
NULL STATE CHANNEL ACCESS 0.5 0.4
DATA TRANSFER READY CHANNEL ACCESS 0.2 0.2
STATUS REPORTING CHANNEL ACCESS 0.6 0.4
CHANNEL ACCESS DATA TRANSFER READY 0.2 1
STATUS REPORTING DATA TRANSFER READY 0.2 1
CHANNEL ACCESS STATUS REPORTING 1 0.2
DATA TRANSFER READY STATUS REPORTING 1 1
Table 5: Activity case transition rates between physical layer states
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6.2.3 Power Level Analysis
For the Power Level Analysis we specify reward structures based on the Markov reward
model property of utilization. This MRM generates the state-based measure that corre-
sponds to the amount of reward the model contributes to the overall reward in time. This
allows us to understand the power utilization of each protocol state of a particular layer.
In order to analyze the protocol state utilization, we specified the following as the
reward structure for the model: for each state i ∈ S, we set the power reward ci = 1 while
cj = 0, ∀j 6= i. A Markov reward model of this type is known availability model [STR88].
For our analysis though, this provides an aid to understanding the power utilization of each
protocol state. In addition, it allows us to determine which states would consume the most
power for a particular protocol implementation
6.2.4 Power Consumption Comparison Analysis
For the Power consumption comparison analysis we specify reward structures for each of
the layers that allows us to compare the accumulated power consumption behaviour of each
protocol layer. We compare the accumulated amount of reward in time based on the premise
that each protocol layer is expected to accumulate a certain fraction of the overall power
consumed. For a particular protocol implementation, this allows the protocol implementor
to predict which protocol layers consume the most energy during normal operation. Table 6
shows the estimated contribution of reward that each protocol would make for the Physical,
Medium access control and Radio link control layers. These parameters are based on the
intuitive assumption of the expected consumption associated with being in a particular
state. In practice, these parameters would be determined by the protocol implementor
based on the desired layered architecture [Svo89].
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Protocol State State Rewards
Physical Medium access control Radio link control
1 0.01 0.01 0.01
2 0.9 0.9 1
3 1 1 0.5
4 0.5 0.5 0.8
5 ? 0.4 0.8
Table 6: State rewards for power consumption comparison analysis
6.3 Results
In this section, we present the results of the Mo¨bius experiments. The Mo¨bius accumulated
reward solver generated both the expected accumulated reward and the time-averaged ac-
cumulated reward [PER94]. We will confine ourselves to the latter result though we will
present one graph of the former as an example in the RLC layer.
6.3.1 Power Factor Analysis Results
Figures 21, 22, 23, and 24 illustrate the results of our power factor experiment for the
RLC, MAC and PHY protocol layers. The trends in the results for each layer are discussed
in turn in the discussions hereafter.
RLC Layer
Figures 21 and 22 below illustrate the expected and time-averaged accumulated reward
results of the RLC layer respectively. They compare the power consumption characteris-
tics when more time is spent performing measurements and data transfer, in Case 1 and
Case 2 respectively. These graphs show the initial transient behaviour and the subsequent
steady-state behavior. Results of this sort can be very useful to the protocol implementor
in understanding and visualizing the expected power consumption of the protocols under
different operational conditions.
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RLC layer Experiment
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Figure 21: RLC Layer: Expected Accumulation
The expected accumulation results compare the expected accumulation of reward in
time of the two experiment cases. It shows that for the parameter values assessed, the
protocol layers consume more energy when they are performing measurements than when
they are transmitting data.
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RLC Layer Experiment
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Figure 22: RLC Layer: Time-Averaged Accumulation
The time-averaged accumulation results show that after a certain amount of time, the
consumption stabilized for both cases. This indicates that the protocol layer has entered
into a steady state. Using this result, we are able to determine which case consumes the
most and the least amount of power.
MAC Layer
Similar to the time-averaged accumulated reward results presented in the previous subsec-
tion, the MAC layer results are illustrated below. We are able to distinguish between the
two cases where the protocol spends more time either performing measurements or perform-
ing data transfers. For this experiment, we observe that Case 1 is more power intensive
than Case 2 in both transient and steady state.
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MAC Layer Experiment
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Figure 23: MAC Layer: Time-Averaged Accumulation
PHY Layer
Analogous to the results presented in the previous subsection, the time-averaged accumu-
lated reward results of the PHY layer are illustrated below. It also shows the compared
results of Case 1 and Case 2, with the former case consuming more power than the latter.
In addition, during the transient state, the rate of power consumption is similar for the two
cases. However, there is a distinct difference once the protocol layer enters steady state.
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PHY Layer Experiment
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Figure 24: PHY Layer: Time-Averaged Accumulation
6.3.2 Power Level Analysis Results
Figures 25, 26, and 27 illustrate the results of our power factor experiment for the RLC,
MAC and PHY protocol layers. For this experiment, we specified 1 as the reward in each
run of the accumulated reward solver. The trends in the results for each layer are discussed
in turn in the discussions hereafter.
RLC Layer
The results presented here compare how much power reward each state of the RLC layer
protocol would contribute over a period of time. Figure 25 shows the combined expected
accumulated reward and time-averaged accumulated reward results.
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(a) Expected accumulated reward
Accumulated Reward Solver
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(b) Time-averaged accumulated reward
Figure 25: Accumulated reward solver results for the radio link control layer over an interval-
of-time.
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These results show us which states (denoted by Exp AR1 r1→ rN) are expected to
consume the most amount of power. In addition, the results illustrate the expected power
consumption behaviour associated with each protocol state over a period of time. This
is determined by the frequency with which are state is visited. Analogous to the power
factor experiment, these results are largely dependant on the transition rates between the
various states. For example, we can observe from Figure 25(b) that the state that returns
reward r1 is more likely to be the most frequently visited state. Results of this sort can
be very useful to the protocol implementor in determining which of the protocol states are
power intensive based on a particular protocol layer implementation. At this stage, the
implementor has an opportunity to address the implementation overhead caused by power
intensive protocol states before the final protocol program code is uploaded on the wireless
device.
MAC Layer
Below is an illustration of the results of power level analysis experiment of the MAC layer.
1Exp AR denotes the Expected Accumulated Reward.
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Figure 26: MAC Layer: Time-averaged accumulated reward
Analogous to the RLC layer experiment, we are able to determine the power consumption
contribution each of the protocol layers states would make and which states have a higher
frequency of visits. In Figure 26, we observe that the reward r5 signifies the state that has
the most visits once the protocol layer has been in steady state for some time.
PHY Layer
Below is an illustration of the results of power level analysis experiment of the PHY layer.
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Accumulated Reward Solver
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Figure 27: PHY Layer: Time-averaged accumulated reward
For this protocol layer, the state that returns reward r3 is the most visited state.
6.3.3 Power Consumption Comparison Analysis Results
Figure 28 shows the power consumption comparison of specific protocol implementations
of the RLC, MAC, and PHY layers. The graphs illustrate how a protocol implementor
can determine and compare expected power consumption characteristics of part or the
entire protocol architecture implementation. It provides insight into which protocol layers
consume the most and the least amount of energy when the mobile device is in a steady
state. In this particular case, the MAC layer is expected to consume the most, and the
RLC layer consumes the least amount of power for this particular protocol implementation.
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Power Consumption Comparison
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Figure 28: Compared power consumption of individual protocol layer implementations
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
This dissertation has investigated a methodology that incorporates the formal specifica-
tion of radio interface protocols for the purpose of analyzing the power consumption of
wireless communication equipment. Similar to predicting protocol performance from meta-
implementation, power consumption can be an additional concept to the whole process of
implementing power-efficient wireless protocols. By deriving the state-transition graphs of
selected radio interface protocols, we can use Markov models that allow us to track the
evolution of the protocol during normal operation. From the Markov model, power con-
sumption can be modelled as a reward by way of Markov Reward Models. For each protocol
state, power can be represented as the reward obtained per unit time for being in that state.
We investigated techniques that took advantage of some of the properties of Markov
Reward Models (i.e. steady state, accumulation, and availability), which allow us to assign
weights that are analogous to the power consumed by the different states of the protocol.
From these models, we were able to analyze the trends in power consumption. The analytic
results were categorized as the Power factor, Power Level, and the comparison of the
Power consumption of different layers. As an example of implementation, we applied our
methodology to the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) radio interface
protocols and presented some results.
Finally, we interviewed a Protocol Implementor from Siemens AG South Africa in order
to share our ideas and gain insight into general practices involved in implementing power
aware software protocols in wireless communication devices. Though power consumption
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is a concern, profiling protocol power consumption has not been addressed. This is be-
cause of the diverse nature of wireless communication environments that influence power
consumption behavior. We believe this is an important motivation of using our proposed
methodology because it allows the protocol implementor to decide what wireless communi-
cation scenarios he or she would like to model.
The implementation of the methodology suffers in that it is difficult to get actual data
that represents the actual protocol power consumption. For this we can only make estimates
based on the power consumption at the network interface. The methodology relies, in
part, on the access to information at the lower levels of protocol software to determine,
for example, the rates of transition between states. We know from the aforementioned
interviews that such information can be generated with the help of special performance
modelling tools that can measure the frequency with which certain commands are called.
Using this information, we can assign rates to the Markov models, which allows us to closely
capture what the real world power consumption characteristics would be. We discovered
that getting the actual power consumption values of a protocol layer states was very difficult
to acquire. The interviews confirmed the difficulty and attributed this to the unavailability
of protocol layer state profiling tools. In addition, they are not documents that contain
the power consumption values of individual states of a protocol layer. This concern can be
addressed by considering the amount of power consumed at the radio interface and using it
to make estimates of power consumed by the protocol architecture.
We envisage the application of this methodology not only in infrastructure type net-
works but also in ad hoc and other network topologies. In addition, predicting a particular
protocol implementations power consumption would allow the implementor an opportunity
to address power consumption issues at the design stage.
7.2 Future Work
The area of energy consumption in wireless communication devices at a protocol level is
relatively new. According to Rao and Redi in [PRR01] there is a lot of research in this area
because energy consumption is an important metric which has to be taken into account to
increase the mobile systems usability and functionality.
A possible area of research our methodology can be applied is in verifying the work by
Min and Chandrakasan in [MC03]. In their research with node designs for high-density
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wireless networks they reveal that the abstraction in software protocol layers gets in the
way of energy saving. They further state that application designers have in the past been
reluctant to manipulate values of the processor voltages or transmit power. They suggest
introducing proper abstractions between communication software and hardware because it
can encourage, and not hinder, energy savings. Because our methodology is based on a
similar premise, their work offers an opportunity for applying our proposed methodology.
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Appendix A
Mo¨bius Editor Model Files
A.1 Atomic Editor Files
The following illustrations are the atomic model files for the UMTS protocol layers we
modelled: Physical, Medium Access Control, and Radio link Control layers. The Radio link
Control layer screen shot shows the additional editors that allow the modeler to to specify
the type of distribution for the transitions and their respective rates.
Figure 29: Buckets and Balls atomic editor of the Physical layer
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Figure 30: Buckets and Balls atomic editor of the Medium Access Control layer
Figure 31: Buckets and Balls atomic editor of the Radio Link Control layer with Transition
Distribution and Rate editors
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A.2 Reward Editor Files
The following illustration is an example of one of the reward editor file for the performance
variable specified for the UMTS protocol layers. They include examples of how state reward
variables are defined in the Mo¨bius tool.
Figure 32: Reward editor for the Physical layer
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